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Oh hey babe, I’m Casey Belle. 

 

 

I am the go to girl that everyone in my life asks for beauty advice and current trends, whether it be in fashion

or lifestyle. I’ve been referred to many times as a “beauty and lifestyle guru”…. no, I’m totally kidding! But to

be honest that’s what I am. 

I am constantly asked, “Where did you get that from?” And “How did you do that?” So I decided it was time to

start a beauty and lifestyle blog.I believe that beauty has no boundaries and my blog Belle With Love intends

to educate, empower & inspire babes, like you to love themselves, through relatable and engaging content.  

 

Belle With Love reaches thousands of followers daily, sharing makeup knowledge that I have learnt through

professional training and creative exploration. I also want Belle With Love babes to have access to tailored

beauty advice, that is personalised to meet their requirements. 

So, I have created Belle With Love Bepoke Beauty Edits – YAY! 

 

Belle With Love Edits are perfectly customised for every beauty babe. From a time poor working Mumma, a

makeup newbie wanting the perfect smokey eye kit or a makeup lover with an over whelming collection

that needs an overhaul. 

 

With the option to purchase an online or in-home Bespoke Beauty Edit and additional services, I look

forward to being your very own guru.

 



ED IT  ONE

Casey Belle will give you bespoke tips on how

to use your existing makeup products, along with

suggestions on what you can add to go the extra

makeup mile. Think of Casey Belle as your makeup

fairy godmother, answering all your questions,

providing beauty basics along with tricks to make

your makeup dreams come true. 

Oh, you want a complete makeup bag edit to shop?

No problem. Casey Belle can create a new edit for

your personal requirements.

With details provided from your Belle With Love

questionnaire your edit includes: 

 

A breakdown of how to use your existing makeup

products, including tips & tricks.  

Makeup product recommendations to add to

your collection & details of where to buy. 

A detailed face map to help a sister out – a where,

what, how beauty look cheat sheet.  

Each edit is tailored to suit each individuals needs

and requirements.  

 

$60.00

 

This Belle With Love Online Beauty Edit will

up your beauty game. Let’s face it, walking

into Mecca, Priceline & even the cosmetic

aisle at the supermarket can be quite

confusing. There are so many products

marketed for women that it is hard to know

what you really need. 

Contour cream? 

Eye primer? 

Loose powder? 

Pressed powder? 

Moisturiser formulated specifically for your

right elbow? 

This is where the Belle With Love’s Bespoke

Makeup Bag Edit comes in.
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With professional makeup training and a wealth of

self taught beauty knowledge Casey Belle will create

for you, an ultimate getting ready routine. 

Depending on your requirements and the

information provided, your bespoke beauty edit will

be as in depth or as basic as you like. Your edit will

also include skin care advice, to prep your skin for

makeup application and Casey Belle's go to

products and techniques.

All you have to do is pour yourself a glass of wine,

complete the Belle With Love questionnaire and let

Casey Belle work her magic. 



ED IT  TWO

The one on one intimate 1hr beauty break down will

allow Casey Belle to explore your makeup collection

as well as the opportunity for you to demonstrate

your current makeup routine, so that Casey Belle can

provide assistance with handy tips & tricks along

with recommendations on what may not be the

right fit for you & your gorgeous face. Casey Belle

believes you don’t need every new beauty product

on the market & with her guidance you may already

have the tools to feel beautiful.

To conclude the personalised edit you will receive an

overview of all things discussed in your beauty chat,

because let's be honest, it can be overwhelming &

Casey Belle can get a little carried away with

excitement.

 

You will also be provided with recommendations of

what you could add to your already new & improved

routine, without the pressure of a sales assistant just

trying to make a sale. Casey Belle has been a victim

of this on many occasions only to realise that

perhaps she doesn’t need this revolutionary new

hydrating formula of nude lipstick that is just like

the other 10 shades she has in her handbag.

 

With details provided from your Belle With Love

beauty break down your edit includes: 

 

1hr in-home one on

one personalised consultation. 

A breakdown of how to use your existing makeup

products, including tips & tricks.  

An overview of everything covered in the in-

home beauty chat. 

Makeup product recommendations to add to

your collection & details of where to buy. 

A detailed face map to help a sister out – a where,

what, how beauty look cheat sheet.  

Each edit is tailored to suit each individuals needs

and requirements. 

 

$210.00

This Belle With Love Beauty Edit is an in-

home personalised consultation where Casey

Belle comes to you to chat all things hiding in

your makeup bag. From application

techniques to product usage Casey Belle will

step you through how to get the most out of

your time in front of the mirror. Whether it be

5 mins with a toddler attached to your leg,

that half an hour between your morning yoga

class and work or the hour you have put aside

before drinks with the girls.
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ED IT  THREE

The idea behind using your own makeup bag to

create your look stems from Casey Belle's passion to

educate & empower Belle With Love babes to love

themselves. You will have the tools on hand to re

create the makeup look yourself, with tips learnt

from Casey Belle's application. Casey Belle will also

provide details of additional products used  to nail

your requested look.

The in-home makeup application will begin with

your makeup look request & preferences, along with

Casey Belle's expert advice. 

Casey Belle will apply products from your personal

makeup bag along with tools and products in her kit

to compliment & enhance your makeup look. 

The makeup application will conclude with the

application of your own lip stick of choice, which

gives you the ability to touch up and always be

photo ready. 

 

 

Prior to your Edit Casey Belle's online consultation

will provide you with product basics required to

complete the service. 

eg. foundation, mascara, lipstick. 

Casey Belle will come stocked with a vast kit of tools

and  product additions to make your look pop. 

 

Edit Three Inclusions:

 

45 minute makeup application

Travel to your home, within Geelong &

surrounding suburbs

Ability to use your own personal makeup

products, including lipstick.

List of additional makeup products used from

Casey Belle's Kit

Tips & tricks to recreate your chosen makeup look

yourself

 

Edit Three Additions: 

 

Individual false lash application                      $20.00

Dry hair styling                                                      $40.00

Mobile spray tan                                                   $50.00              

Travel outside included locations                        POA

 

 

$80.00

This Belle With Love Beauty Edit is a makeup

application service using your own makeup

products along with Casey Belle's favourites.

Whether it be a night out, family photos or if

you are a wedding guest - Casey Belle will

provide a 45 minute express service in your

own home. From a natural to glam, a bold lip

to a smokey eye - Casey Belle will have you

embracing your beauty. 
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ED IT  ADDIT IONS

Beauty Clean Out 

The 2hr service involves a complete makeup

cupboard makeover, including storage solution

suggestions and ideas, organisation and

cleaning. Casey Belle will also go through

makeup hygiene and product expiry dates, yes

girl – that is a thing, and assess what’s good to

go and what's got to go. The end game will be

Pinterest worthy beauty storage all tailored to

meet your needs. The clean out is conducted

over 2 appointments, the initial consultation

& assessment then the implementation.  

The Beauty Clean Out is the perfect addition to

Edit Two. 

 

$210.00

or 

$120.00 when purchased in addition to Edit

Two 

 

*storage solution product purchase costs not

included – additional charges will be discussed.

Beauty Concierge 

Casey Belle – Your personal shopper. 

Your chosen makeup product

recommendations shopped by Casey Belle

and delivered to your door with love. 

 

$60.00  

*makeup product purchase costs not included

– additional charges will be advised.  

 

Beauty Chat Overtime  

For when you are loving your in-home

consultation and you just don’t want Casey

Belle to leave or when you predict 1hr will not

cut it and want to add time to your beauty

break down. BCO can also be booked as a

follow up consultation to go over

recommended products purchased and how

they fit into your routine.

$60 per hour

 

Personal Beauty Consultant 

Upon request. Casey Belle can create a custom

service to suit specific requirements,

POA
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EMAIL: bellewithlove@hotmail.com

 

To enquire and book a beauty edit with Casey Belle

please send an email with the following details -

Name

Phone Number 

Edit Option 

Location 

Enquiry

 

You will receive a response from Casey Belle within

48hrs.

 

 

 

 

ABN: 76 618 997 873

 

 

Privacy Statement 

Belle With Love bespoke beauty edits requires

a  questionnaire  to be completed upon booking

confirmation. It is important that you can trust Casey

Belle with your personal information, Provided

information is confidential  and will not be

disclosed  to a third party. The questionnaire will

assist in providing the best possible tailored service

suited to your requirements. 

 

 

Public Liability 

Casey Belle is not liable for any loss, damages or

injury that may occur whilst engaging in an in-home

or online bespoke beauty edit. 

All edits are of opinion only. 


